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I,       QE_E_ICE ORDER NO.  RWF/ESTT/285 Dated 16.11.2QZ2
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Shri   Prabhakaran   N   (SC)   (Staff  No.088006),  was  appointed   as  Trainee  Technici`an/Mechanical  on
compassionate grounds on stipend of Rs.18,000/-per month  in  Level-2 of RS (RP)  Rules 2016 in the
WUO  seniority  unit  of  Mechanical  department  on  25.10.2019  vide  this  Office  0.0  RWF/ESTT/359
dated 06.11.2019.,On  having completed the  presc.ribed  induction training of three years and  having
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Mechanical department.
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His  pay  will  be  fixed  in  terms  of  Rly.  Bd's.  Lr.  No.  E(NG)i/90/ICI/1  Dated  04.02.1991  and  will  be
eligible for monetary benefits with effect from the date he assumes charge of the post.
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He  will  be  on  probation  for  a  period  of two  years  from  the  date  he  is` put  to  working  post.  His
confirmation  in  this  post  is  subject  to  satisfactory  completion  of  his  probation  to  be  certified  by
the controlling  officers at the end  of his two years probationary period.                                                      €3
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This  issues with  the approval  of the competent authority.
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Copy forwarded for information to:                       rf`~'           '

PC:MF.,C;INE|W/RIWF|YNIK.
Dy CME/Mfg,  Dy FA&CAO, Sr. SC, Secy. To GM/RWF/YNK.

Dy CME/QS & PSpcipal/TTC/RWF/YNK -May kindly arrange to relieve the above Trainee to report to
Mould Room   immediately, under advise to all concerned.
Sr. EDPM/RWF/YNK -May kindly arrange to publish the 0.0 in RWF LAN/Website.
WM/MR/RWF/YNK -  May  please  advise  this  Office  the  date  of reporting  of above  trainee.  He  will

please  assess  the  performance  of the  above  probationer  periodically  and  submit  a  final  report  in
regard to the satisfactory completion of two years probation of the above probationer to this Office,
to consider  his confirmation in service.

AME (HQ),APO-I/RWF/YNK.

SSE/MR/RWF/YNK

LJ3SEFTTC/RWF/YNK -for information and necessary action.
Employee through SSE/TTC -He is advised to collect forms of New Pension Scherng{  HRA,  etc., from

:::;°sn_n:j'„:,eg:trtt|T::tn:°&CA°dT:|ycj:,gp:;tsha::C:§S&a;yi;:.rBTaa|j:jhe,SthfosMechanica|Dept.
Ch.OS/Time  Office  -  He  may  please  make  necessary  changes  in  the  Skill/  Group  code  and  also
regulate  incentive  as  admissible  in  favour  of  the  above  Technicians  after  changes  in  the  posting
ordered above, takes effect.
0.0.  Book,  P.  File
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for PRINCIPAL CHIEF PERSON`NEL OFFICER
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